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Bricks, buildings,
and asphalt
Regis construction begins
to take shape
Gretchen Plut
Staff Reporter

Photos by Graham Hunt, Graphic by Maricor Coquia

This year's freshman orientation started with a parade of boxes, lamp shades, and even laundry detergent.
Hundreds of incoming students moved into DeSmet or O'Connell Halls this past Thursday, August 24 and
throughout orientation weekend. To see more photos of the event please refer to the feature on page 6.

Catholic Studies
Speaker Tuesday
night

Relocated Katrina survivor remembers
hometown

Erik Meddles
Staff Reporter

Christine Fulkrod
Staff Reporter

Tuesday night at 7 p.m., the St. John
Francis Regis Chapel hosts guest
speaker Dr. Luke Timothy Johnson
from Emory University. He will be presenting his lecture entitled "Living
Jesus: The Spirituality of the Gospel."
As Sr. Peg Maloney, the director of
University Ministry, explained Johnson
is one of the nation's premiere scholars of biblical scripture. His presentation will utilize scripture to enlighten the
audience to the spirituality of Jesus as

When Katrina hit, her whole life changed. "We just threw some things in a suitcase. [For previous hurricanes] we usually had a few days to prepare, but we
just grabbed our safety box and left," said Dawn Combe. Combe, now library
assistant for periodicals and government documents at Regis, was previously a
librarian at University of Loyola New Orleans Law School.
It's been 365 days, yet for some Katrina victims the pain is as fresh as if the
hurricane happened just yesterday. Here at Regis hurricane evacuees know firsthand the true pain and suffering involved with the country's worst natural disaster.
As a long time resident of New Orleans, memories of Mardi Gras, the city and
Cajun culture are still fresh in Combe's memory. Because she, her husband and
daughter had to pack up so hastily, and had limited room, they had to leave their

See Speaker on page 2

See Combe on page 2

This past summer, Regis University
has undergone some important
changes, including the recently completed St. John Francis Regis Chapel
and parking lot 6.
Friday, August 18, was a special
day at Regis University; the first mass
was finally held in the new St. John
Francis Regis Chapel five years after
the construction process began and
six years after the idea was improved.
The workers who built the place of
worship were appropriately given the
honor of the first service.
Dr. Kathy Shaefer, who was Director
of University Ministry for over 10 years,
recalls contributing to the planning
committee: "The main objective was
listening to the community," she said,
"It's not easy to be faithful to both
Catholicism and other faiths as well."
One of the main desires for the new
chapel was for it to have a real sense
of home, satisfying the Regis community's hunger for a holy space on campus. Committees were comprised of
both faculty and students who sought
to acknowledge the diverse faiths
among the Regis commuhity. Several
blueprints later, Soderstrum Architects
haled
the
final
design
and
Fransen/Pittman Construction completed the spirit-filled addition.
The layout of the chapel also has a
warmer feeling due to its non-traditional "choir" arrangement. Worshippers
encompass the altar rather than file
behind it in the customary "cathedral"
arrangement.
Due in part to this, Schaefer said the
first mass open to regular attendees on
August 20 had a "respectful presence"
about
it.
The chapel is not the only new supplement. Parking lot 6, which boasts
503 new spaces, has now replaced the
K-Mart that had stood there since
1965. Mike Redmond, the director of
Physical Plant & Capital Projects, stated, "The future of the parking lot in this
area is still in question.
See Additions on page 2

Speaker trom front page
both human and divine being.
Johnson will be the first of four lecturers to speak on campus this fall as
part of the Catholic Speaker Series, a
project spearheaded by the Catholic
Studies program. The program's goal,
according to its mission statement on
the Regis University web site, is to
increase "appreciation of the religious,
intellectual, and cultural dimensions of
the Roman Catholic tradition among
Regis students and in the wider university community." In this vein, the
Catholic Speaker Series, Maloney
explained, is designed to demonstrate
the relevance of Catholic thought in
innovative ways on important issues of
the day.
Maloney stated that Johnson has
important matters to discuss in his
presentation. She described him as "a
highly respected scholar in his field"
and someone who "knows how to connect faith and life and academic
inquiry." Maloney encouraged all to
attend, whether or not they come from
a Catholic background.
Future events in the Catholic
Speaker Series include a panel discussion entitled "A Catholic Dialogue on
Immigration" on September 26, 1998
Nobel Peace Prize Laureate David
Trimble on "Transforming Religious
Conflict into Lasting Peace" on
October 19, and Dr. Albino Barrera,
professor
of
Economics
and
Humanities at Providence College, on
"Holiness in the Marketplace: The
Promise and Possibilities of Business
and Economic Life" on October 26.

Combe from front page
beloved cats behind.
"We always left enough food
out for the cats for a few days; they
were
always
fine
before."
Unfortunately for Combe, it was more
than a few days. "My husband went
back for them before he was supposed
to, I didn't care about anything else; I
just wanted my cats." Lucky for. the
Combes, both of their feline friends
survived the hurricane.
After the Combe family moved from
the homes of relatives and friends,
they eventually moved to Denver. "My
husband's cousin here in Denver kept
text messaging us to come here," she
said. "He said we would love Denver,
he just wanted us to come."
To make the cross-country journey,
Combe and her husband received aid
from the Red Cross and Catholic
Charities. "The Red Cross gave us all
weather tires for our car; our car just
couldn't make it here [in Colorado] with
out them."
Though Combe feels Denver is her
new home, she also is certain that "I
will always go back [to New Orleans]( want my daughter to know what I
know, I want her to know where she
came from."
Combe's hope for her daughter was
evident in her description of the first
Mardi Gras in New Orleans ·after the
disaster, "That first [post-Katrina] Mardi
Gras was much smaller, it just felt 11ke
family and it was very therapeutic. I
want my daughter to know New
Orleans."
Although Combe is happy here in
Denver and glad to have a home she
says, "It's been really hard. I watched
the Spike Lee documentary [When the
Levees Broke, on HBO]; most of the
time I try not to think about it, but it's
hard. I think about it all the time."
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Two men who exerT)plify the Jesuit mission
Fr. Tom Ryan S.J., and the late Fr. Casey, S.J .
for many reasons. He explained that
his parents, who were also teachers
and very involved in the Church, a~d
his
upbringing within the Catholl~
The beginning of a new academic
Church
lent to his interest in the Jesuit
year heralds a fresh start for many stucommunity.
Ryan is originally from
dents and faculty. After a week of
Toledo,
Ohio,
where his passion for
classes, many students may still be
being
a
servant
leader gradually proholding on to a summer just past or
gressed
into
where
he is today.
ready to tackle studying. Whatever the
Ryan's
attitude
is
one of example as
case, school is back in session and
with that, comes new things to learn we embark on a new academic year.
As the homilist for Mass last Sunday,
and new people to meet.
he emphasized the Jesuit Mission as
being a place to cultivate leaders in
Meet Fr. Tom Ryan, S.J.
Fr. Tom Ryan, S.J., is delighted to join family, community, and faith. He said
the Regis community. "The people with a bit of humor, "I am the freshman
here are really friendly and are easy to Jesuit on campus!" Throughout his
homily, Ryan resonated a beam of
reach out to," he said.
encouragement for the new year to be
Ryan joins
a time of growth. "Regis strives first
Regis from the
and foremost to be a community of
University of
friends
... building the Kingdom of God
Detroit Jesuit
in our world ," he said.
High School
"I look forward to a lot of things this
where he was
year," said Ryan with a smile. "I wish it
a teacher for
will be a successful year."
nine years. At
Regis, he will
continue as a
In honor of the late Fr. Thomas
part-time proCasey, S.J.
fessor in the.___ _ __ _ ___,
It is often said that to look ahead, we
Religious Studies department. He will must first understand our fpundations
also serve as the retreat coordinator in the past. Here at Regis, one man
for University Ministry.
has clearly made his mark in the Regis
"I was du~ for a new Jesuit assign- community and will continue to serve
ment," explained Ryan. "I was looking as a reminder of the Jesuit mission.
for a part-time job with University
Former president of Regis University,
Ministry and a part-time job teaching." Fr. Thomas James Casey, S.J.,
After applying to five different Jesuit passed away on August 1, 2006. He
schools, Ryan felt that Regis was the was 82 years old.
right place for him to fulfill his next
Casey began his duties as president
assignment.
in 1971. Fr. Casey was drafted out of
Ryan decided to become a Jesuit Boston College (BC) as an undergrad-

uate student and sent to Denver to
learn aerial photography, reading, and
mapmaking before going to New
Guinea where he spent most of World
War II.
On release from the service he finished his undergraduate work at BC
then came to Denver where he attend~
ed law school and eventually practiced
law at a major law firm, Holland and
Hart. "Eventually, [he] thought his life
should be fuller and joined the Jesuits "
said Fr. David Clarke, S.J., Chancell~r
of Regis University and former president of Regis in 1972.
Clarke has known Fr. Casey since
1962 and considers him to be one of
his two closest friends. "Tom was a
black headed Irishman from Boston,
and lost neither his Boston accent nor
his Irish sense of humor nor his fabulous talent for telling stories." He continued, "Though he never learned to
drive, he was collected regularly for
dinners and events in the Denver environs."
As well as being a loved personality on campus, Casey also succeeded
in his duties as president. In his oneyear appointment, Casey was asked to
redo the Articles of Incorporation for
Regis College, including Regis high
school. He was also asked to conduct
the search for, and arrange the
appointment of, a new president for the
opening of the school in 1972.
Fr. Casey, S.J. , will be dearly
missed. "After his death, e-mails and
phone calls came in volume from people who had known, respected, and
loved him," said Clarke.

Additions from front page

and have their ID cards swiped to
enter the facility," he said, "The lot also
has camera surveillance and three
emergency phones linked to campus
safety. There is also a fully-lit sidewalk
that allows access from the lot to the
University."

Maricor Coquia
Associate Editor

The university has an agreement with
the City of Denver to allow parking as
it exists for four more years." He continued, "We then have to determine if
we are going to use it for parking or
use the land to address future growth
of the university. In the current Master

Plan, this area is converted
to
athletic
fields ."
Redmond also pointed out that the
lot is not only aesthetically-pleasing
with its Kansan stone fence, but is, in
fact, very secure; 'The actual parking
lot has gated access, which protects
the cars ii) the lot. Only Regis students,
faculty and staff can use the lot if they
register their cars with Campus Safety
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Student Health Services has
announced several new policies concerning their facilities on campus.
On July 27, 2006, Joe Giacalone,
program director of the Coors Life
Direction Center, sent out a memo
stating that the facilities on campus
would no longer be offering physicals,
immunizations, and blood draws, etc.
for the faculty and staff.
Health
Services is still happy to offer advice to
faculty and staff on personal health
issues and student-related health concerns but wants to return their focus to
providing health services and quality
care for students. When asked about
the official Student Health Services
mission statement, Giacalone pointed
out that the literature is under review,
bu! did state that their duty is to, "be
here to respond to medical needs of
students and provide quality care."
Student Health Services, located in
the Coors Life Directional Center, is an
ambulatory clinic or primary care
provider. There are two nurse practitioners on duty daily as well as a standard physician that is on duty four
hours a week. According to the Regis
website, health services offers routine
care and GYN services, deals with
minor emergencies, prescribes medications, and will also refer students to
specialists or other outside doctors if
necessary.

Health Services is still
happy to offer advice to faculty and staff on personal
health issues ... but wants to
return their focus to providing health services and
quality care for students.
This year, there is also a new prescription discount plan being of(ered
by the University Health Care plan.
Anyone interested should visit the
Chickering Group website at www.
chickering.com for more information.
Health Services also reports that they
will not suffer a shortage of the flu vaccine seen in past years, and is offering
it to students. However, due to a shortage of the meningitis vaccine, they are
referring people to the Denver Health
and Hospitals for this particular vaccine. The on-campus clinic placed an
order for the vaccines and will be
receiving three vaccines a month as
per the shortage. Student Health
Services is also still providing physicals.
Student Health Services is open
Monday through Friday 8:30a.m.5:00p.m. Call ahead to schedule an
appointment: 303.458.3558.
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Writing with the Regis mission in mind
can be a solemn occasion. Not many
of us want to be so serious all the time
- we want to do the right thing, but we
also want to have fun and enjoy ourThe Regis misselves. It's like that disclaimer at the
sion statement is
end of movies: No animal was harmed
"How Ought We
in the making of this film. Sure, we
To
Live?"
might laugh at an actor wrestling with
Another way of
and accidentally killing a dog, but we
stating that is,
don't really want the dog to be hurt.
"How
should
Imagine what our world would feel
each of us approach life so that the
freedoms we claim for ourselves don't like if every person brought a sense of
cost anyone else their freedoms?" justice and peace to her or his life.
That is the idea a Jesuit education Imagine a world where all persons
pushes us to explore - essentially, how were considered equal and precious
to solve conflicts peacefully and how to and entitled to life, liberty and the pureliminate injustice, so that we can go suit of happiness. "That's the ideal,"
to bed each night with a clear con- some would say, "but it's impractical.
science, knowing that enjoying our Some people simply are not honorable
lifestyle has not prevented anyone else - they kill or rape or cheat - and socifrom enjoying theirs. Our time at Regis ety must punish them." Well , sure,
also encourages us to broaden our there always have been and there
concept of the word "lifestyle" from probably always will be people who
beyond the clothes we wear and the harm others. And one of the most
car we drive. Looking critically at how important functions of a society is to
the American habit of bargain shop- draw those lines in the sand and to
ping encourages sweatshops and mete out punishments to those who
poverty wages in other countries is cross the line. The question, though , is
another facet of our lifestyle, as is our not whether peace and justice is practendency to be aggressive and shout tical. A thing only becomes practical
over each other (rather than calmly lis- when our society commits to doing that
tening to one other) when we disagree. thing. Our society can just as easily
And perhaps that is what is most call peace and justice practical as it
can call them impractical. A hundred
important about a Jesuit education learning not just how to speak, but also years ago, going to college wasn't
practical for most people - today, it's
how to hear.
Considering our lifestyle and person- commonplace for many. So the real
al choices (especially when they show questions are, "How do we determine
us how far from perfect we really are) where the lines are?" and "How can we

elle thomas
Opinion Editor

best serve peace and justice in our written that we who hold different opinions cannot dialogue with each other
punishments?"
. One way that justice is served is listen and learn from each other, and
through consistency. If we believe, as socialize with· each other, or that we
Christ taught, that killing is a sin must allow our differences to dominate
against God, why don't we treat all per- and hijack the joy from our lives and
sons who kiH in the same way? What our communities?
The mission of Regis calls each and
do we mean when we use the phrase
"right to life?" Some who have taken a every one of us to explore the deep
life (like a driver who fell asleep at the questions of life, not just internally but
wheel) receive only probation, while also externally. This opinion section
others (domestic terrorists like Timothy invites your thoughts about issues ._
McVeigh) receive the death penalty. light, weighty, and everything in
Are the victims of each treated fairly between - in the spirit of dialogue and
even though their killers are given such mutual respect. We live in a nation
different punishments? Why do we that protects our ability to express oureven have a death penalty - isn't it selves through several avenues,
inconsistent to rule that killing is moral- including print. Please add your conly reprehensible and then to punish a science and voice to these pages,
murderer by killing him? And what of keeping in mind what Father Sheeran
soldiers - doesn't their job require said as he addressed Regis employthem to take human life in the course ees on August 22, 2006:
"We have a generation of students
of doing their duty for our government?
It would seem that the only consisten- raised on Jerry Springer . .. who
cy in our society's treatment of killing is believe the person who shouts the
ldudest is the winner and that respectthe lack of it.
The legal, philosophical, ethical, and ful discussion of points of disagreespiritual realms all converge (and col- ment is a waste of time .... let's see if
lide) in our society's concept of justice, we can model for our students and
leaving us to do the hard work of sort- each other the sort of respectful dising it all out, and also leading to much agreement that makes it possible to
animosity" between and among mem- learn from each other."
bers of our society. The taking of
human life - and the similarities of and Please email your opinion piece of 500
distinctions between military person- to 700 words to elle thomas at <tiggernel, those who cause accidents, mass grrl@gmail.com> by 3p.m. Friday for
The
publication
in
murderers, and those who have abor- possible
tions - is a subject on which virtually all Highlander.
of us have an opinion. But where is it

Heavy lessons
Opening remarks from the new chief
But this year, like I said, was a first. 200 degree temperature and the
Move-in day was hard and I was not scorching parking lot pavement.
And although it was hard, and
pleased with my task or my obligation.
I watched as car after car after car although I wanted to leave every time I
This year's freshman
swung through entrance two, maneu- checked my watch, I didn't. It wasn't
orientation marked a
vered over the dip, turned at the yield beca·use I was "noble," it wasn't
first for me. Although I
sign behind the freshmen residence because I had to be there, it wasn't
have lived on campus
for each of my three years here at halls, parked, unloaded, and waited for because I didn't want to do it anymore.
Regis, I have never really helped with green-clad movers with sweaty, red It was because of what one student
said to me as we trudged back down
move-in day. As a sophomore, I avoid- faces.
from the top of Desmet.
But
I
tried.
I
took
a
deep
breath
and
ed it like the plague, begging to God
As we stumbled down the stairs, he
struggled
with
oddly
shaped
boxes
and
(and to my fellow teaching assistants)
told
me that there was something nice
combination
printer/fax
machines
and
that I would be spared the "punishment" of moving and lifting and drag- bundles of hanger-clad clothes. I about orientation , that it reminded him
ging items, bothiarge and ginormus, to made several trips to the fourth floor of of his own time as a new freshman.
Desmet and I carried on, despite the And that reminder, he said, was a
the fourth floor of Desmet Hall.
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - C h a n c e for him to help other freshmen
make their orientation memorable too.
I was struck by his comment, especially because this student was a soccer player. He didn't have to be there.
He just wanted to help.
The mission of Regis University is
by Jacqueline Kharouf
based upon leading through service.
It's in our school motto: "Men and
Women in the Service of Others" or
"Learners Becoming Leaders."
At Regis, we are encouraged to
serve, but few of us actually take the
challenge. There is that feeling of
insecurity, perhaps, or the thought "it's
not my problem." But really, it's silly to
think that way. It is our problem
because we are all connected and
interdependent. We all need help and
support to work together.
This freshmen orientation marked
another first for me: learning how to
serve. ft was a humbling experience
and one I have taken to heart, not only
because that student embodied this
ideal so wholly and unselfishly,- but
because I hadn't thought about it
before and never considered how selfish I had been.
As the new editor-in-chief of the
Highlander, I am challenged to lead in
this way too. I do not take this position
Jacqueline Kharouf
Editor-in-Chief

lightly and neither should you, dear
readers. It is my goal this year to lead
through service. I will do everything I
can to make this paper better than it
has already been , to serve the Regis
community and the Berkeley neighborhood as an outlet for ideas, news, discussing pertinent issues, and making
lasting decisions.
But I can't do it alone.
And so, I turn to you, now, dear readers, to challenge you to lead through
service. Get involved on campus, try
new things, explore and create. Be
students and learn and serve each
other. There is no better way to get
involved than to offer a willing hand
where there is need.
We are the future. I know it's almost
corny to say that, but we never realize
how true it is. Making a difference now
will affect what happens later. And
although I have been known to make
fun of the goings-on of this campus
(check out the cartoon on this page), I
am still a student here and I am sincere in my goal for this year.
This year's freshmen orientation was
made memorable by people like my
friend, the soccer player, who gave up
their afternoon to help complete
strangers. Help me to continue that
attitude this year, even if you don't
write for the paper, by being a leader to
your friends, family, and community. At
Regis we are offered a unique opportunity to be both students and leaders.
Take full advantage of that opportunity
and make the most of your time here.
It will be gone before you know it.
Have a great semester!

Jacqueline E. Kharouf, editor-in-chief
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Overnight: Reflections on the past year
Marcel Dumestre,
Ed. D.
a Hurricane Katrina survivor and the Academic
Dean forSPS

Last night my
and I watched
many news
grams about

wife
the
prothe _ _ _ _ __

Katrina tragedy.
We sat next to
Clancy, our Katrina rescue dog-a
resilient, precocious basset hound who
was three months old when he found
himself abandoned during the storm
and its aftermath. Clancy's fate was
pretty much at the hands of people
who cared about the helpless of all
sorts who were left behind, much like
the many stories memorialized on television.
I write from the perspective of one of
the fortunate ones, just like Clancyfortunate, through no result of master
planning or prophetic insight, just plain
lucky. We moved to a high-rise condo
three years before Katrina as emptynesters. The nest was untouched by
her, even though we lived just 200
yards from the infamous 11th Street
Canal , a fatally flawed structure that
breached, flooding most of the area.
We lived on the side that didn't breach,
but the canal 4 blocks behind us overflowed. The waters stopped right at
the back of our building. The Lake
Pontchartrain levee in front of our
condo overflowed creating rivers on
the streets on either side. The condo
was literally an island high and dry
from devastation surrounding it. A year
later I am in a rewarding position with
terrific and talented people, and most
· importantly, a mile high above sea
level. But that isn't the real story.
On August 29, 2005 everything
changed overnight in New Orleans and

on the Mississippi/Alabama Gulf
Coast. Nature asserted itself, reclaiming its territory. The social constructions built over centuries fell apart, at
first in the furry of hurricane winds and
then in the stillness of stagnating flood
waters. The ugly underbelly of the
Crescent City, the Jewel of the South
150 years ago, was laid bare in
Katrina's aftermath.
Overnight, the society that New
Orleanians built, among them more
than a century of my own ancestors,
suddenly became irrelevant.
The
media exposed the plight of those left
behind, from the result of bad decisions or bad circumstances. More
than anything, all governmental and
social safety nets fell apart.
Overnight, communication systems
we take for granted were gone. Did all
the family get out? Did my cousins
take care of their elderly parents? Did
Uncle Pat refuse to leave his home on
the West Bank? It was like Area Code
504 was either under water or under
Katrina's spell. The most precious
communication became face-to-face.
The importance of family became
starkly apparent. What about the people with no family left to help them?
Overnight, all of the certainties of
personal plans dissipated, slowly and
painfully. As the flood waters entered
the city, not only life savings were lost,
but lives themselves were lost with no
accounting for the guilty or innocent,
just the physics of destruction.
Devastation cut across all socio-economic classes. Katrina's snake infested, polluted waters sat for weeks in
both million dollar and fifty-thousand
dollar homes. The common factor was
elevation or the misfortune of being
close to a canal breach. All three
major canals that cross the city failed.
The canals gave false comfort to both
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the wealthy and the poor. As usual,
the poor felt the brunt of bad urban
planning, buying "affordable" houses in
drained swamp land or renting from
slum lords who attended get-rich-quick
real estate seminars.
Overnight, I realized how generous
and good-hearted "We The People"
are despite our failed government
structures. The flow of hard earned
money and supplies to the people of
New Orleans and the Gulf Coast was
overwhelming. Most touching were
the people who came to the area and
gave of themselves for weeks at a
time. Some are still there. My Regis
University colleagues and many others
from Denver who helped with the dirty
work, and continue to do so, amaze
and humble me. The kindness flowed
from every direction. To this day, cities
across the nation continue to assist
Katrina evacuees despite FEMA funds
and other federal money running out. I
am especially appreciative of my new
home town's generous efforts.
Overnight, the fragility of our nation
was laid bare. The media pictures
looked like they came from the poorest
of nations. How could this happen in
America? Countries from around the
world were sending aid to an American
city. Cuba was offering evacuation
expertise to the American Gulf Coast,
and most sadly, we desperately need
it.
Overnight, I began to appreciate the
nobility and power of higher education.
Loyola University students, my students, were given academic homes in
411 different colleges and universities.
Jesuit universities even waived tuition
for Loyola students, which confirmed
that Jesuit mission and values are
more than platitudes. My new academic home at Regis took in over 40
students from New Orleans.

Overnight, the need for faith in
something larger than myself became
very evident.
Large New Orleans
boulevards modeled after their grand
counterparts in Paris were flooded for
weeks. The truth is that most of them
lost their luster many years ago. The
waters were simply covering the patina
of urban decay-one tragedy covering
another. Nature humbled me by sheer
power. Society crumbled in the blink of
an eye. There has to be more to life
than my senses tell me. With great
certainty religious charlatans and the
just plain theologically unthoughtful
assigned reasons for the tragedy
befalling New Orleans. All of that theological noise raised a deeper question for me: In whom do I place my ultimate trust?
Today I realize despite what happened overnight a year ago, I am still a
New Orleanian, not only by birth, but
by temperament. We tend to be proud
and bit outrageous. They tell us we act
more European than American. But
New Orleans is not the Big Easy.
There is little that comes easy there
now. The truth is that things never
came easy; we only acted like they did.
I would be lying to myself if I said I
am eventually going back home. I like
it too much here. Survivor's guilt is
very real to me. I talk to my former colleagues and friends still in New
Orleans who are still dealing with the
aftermath. I hear the depression in
their voices. They cannot hear or see
it themselves.
We help, but from afar. We sit in
silence after the Katrina shows, patting
Clancy on the head, one of the lucky
ones, just like us. If they were alive., I
also New
know my parents,
Orleanians by birth and temperament,
would like it this way.
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Ranger fans fall sports update
Stevi Seitz
Sports Writer
Women's Soccer Team
If you have not had a chance to see
the twelfth ranked Regis women's soccer team then you are missing out.
After a disappointing 2-0 loss in their
season opener against St. Edwards,
the Rangers have now come on strong
with a 2-1-1 record. In their second
game of the season the Rangers came
out firing and dominated on both ends
of the field, beating Midwestern State
Texas 5-0. Junior Julie Rodgers got
the Rangers on the board early at the
7:30 mark and they controlled there.
Two goals from freshmen Kefly Labor
and sophomore sisters Cassie and
Carter Cornett rounded out the total of
five. The Ranger defense allowed six
shots on goal, helping Coach J.B.

Belzer to his 1soth career win.
Their third game was much like the
second as the Rangers once again put
multiple goals on the board in a 4-1
win against Colorado School of Mines.
Preseason Freshmen of.the Year Kelly
Labor proved why she earned that title,
netting three goals for the Rangers.
Junior Julie Rodgers scored her second go·a1 of the season on a penalty

p.m . against New Mexico Highlands.
Also, don't miss the match up of the
year that everyone waits for against
Metro State on September 17 at 1 p.m.
Men's Soccer Team
The men's soccer team opened their
season with 3-1 loss to West Florida,
on a lone goal from Junior Matt Prok.
The Rangers bounced back for their
first win of the season a 2-0 victory
against Montana State Billings. Good
defense for the Rangers allowed only
six shots in the game and only two on
goal. Junior Luke Grein put the
Rangers on the board to take the early
lead in the 21th minute while the

Rangers second goal deflected off a
MSU-Billings defender.
Unfortunately, in their last two
games the Rangers came up short to
rival Metro State and defending
National Champion Fort Lewis College
by scores of 3-0 and 4-0.
The season is still young, so get out
and support the men while they bring
in a win this Friday at 2:30 p.m. when
Regis hosts Colorado Christian and
then as they head down to Colorado
School of Mines on September 10 at 7
p.m.

Photo by Graham Hunt

Junior Luke Grein battles with MSU-Billingsplayer for a ball on their way
to a 2-0 victory.

win as they defeated St. Edwards in
their final match in Tampa. Freshmen
Chelsea Pavlik completed her fourth
straight game with double digit numbers in kills on the defensive side and
sophomore Kristin Thompson led the
team with 14 digs.
The Rangers then won their second
game in a row against MN-Crookston.
Freshmen Chelsea Pavlik finished with
15 kills; strong efforts from freshmen
Megan Meehan who finished with 9
kills; sophomore Liz Franz finished
with 8 kills; and freshmen Felicia
Ciarellil had 42 assists.
This past weekend Regis hosted the
Premier Volleyball Tournament, in
which they went 0-4. Unfortunately
the Rangers were shutout in the win
column but gave strong efforts especially against Central Missouri State.
The volleyball team's next home game
is against Metro State on September

22 at 7 p.m.
Men and Women's Cross Country
.Both the men and women competed
in a pre-season race at Adams State
College, the Joel I Vigil Open, this past

weekend. The men's team took 4th
place, led by senior Jesse Hunter and
the women's team took s th place, led
by junior Anna Hacker. The team is
looking solid for their future season
this spring!
Men and Women's Golf
The fall season has not begun for
either team, but keep an eye open for
the men's team to host the
Regis/Mines Invite on September 10.
Also look for the women to begin their
fall season on September 18 in Grand
Junction Colorado.

Photo by Graham Hunt

Freshmen Kelly Labor takes a shot on goal on her way to a hat trick.

kick.
The Rangers spent this past weekend in San Antonio battling Regional
oponents. On Saturday they tied
University of Incarnate Word in Texas.
Sophomore Carter Cornett scored a
late goal to seal the game tie at 1-1.
While Joanna Humphreys protected
the goal for a total of 7 outstanding
saves! The Rangers finished up their
road trip against St. Mary's (Texas)
with a 2-2 draw on goals again from
Sophomores Cassie and Carter
Cornett.
Come see the Rangers at their next
home game on September 15 at 2

Women's Volleyball
Although the women's volleyball
team has started their season out 3-6,
they have been putting up great battles
against their opponents. This year,
they are only a small team of 10 players, lead by their lone senior, Rachel
Ross. In the Rangers' first tournament
in Tampa, FL, the Rangers came up
with their first win of the season,
sweeping Northern Kentucky 30-27,
30-28, and 30-28.
Senior Rachel
Ross, freshmen Chelsea Pavlik and
sophomore Liz Franz finished with
double-digit kills.
The Rangers notched their second

Photo by Graham Hunt

Women's volleyball gets ready for their match.
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The Sports Siule
Who cares about the Yankees and the Red Sox!
Katie "Sizzle" Simons
Sports Editor

I almost hate baseball as much as I
hate hockey. And there is nothing that
bothers me more than overdone sports
stories. Two things the sports world
needs to get over are: T.O. and the
Yankees-Red Sox rivalry. The latter is
probably the worst. Simply for the reason that they aren't the only two teams
in baseball and neither of them has the
best record anyway. The best baseball
is being played in the AL Central and in
the Wildcard. A wildcard race that the
Red Sox have basically fallen out of
after an embarrassing sweep and
thrashing by the Yankees a few weeks
ago. The teams that everyone should
be talking about are the Detroit ligers,
the Chicago White Sox and the
Minnesota Twins. The Yankees are in;
the Red Sox are out, so let's stop the
discussion there.
And no, I'm not being biased
because I'm from Minnesota; the
Twins might not even make the playoffs. But I'm much more interested in
the fact that a team like the Twins, who
seemingly rose from the ashes to
make a run for the playoffs, 1s close on
the heals of the Detroit ligers and currently in a back and forth battle with the
White Sox.
The ligers have had the best record
in baseball the whole year and everyone is still skeptical on their prospects.
Yes, they are inexperienced but they
have played solid baseball the whole
year and the only team that seems to
give them trouble is the White Sox.
They have great starting pitching with
Verlander, Rogers, and Sonderman
not to mention a set-up man with a
rocket for an arm in Joel Zumaya.
Those three starters are all on pace for
at least 15 wins and eras under 4.
However, the question remains if the
ligers can withstand a run from the
Twins and the White Sox, at the end.
Do I think they will make the playoffs?
Probably as the AL Central winner, but
who knows what happens then .
The White Sox are the defending
World Series champions but at times
they haven't looked like it. Ozzie

Guillen himself has called into question
his team's intensity and desire on
numerous occasions. That being concern number one, concern number two
is their mediocre pitching. Mark
Buehrle and Jose Contreras have
looked like mere ghosts of pitching
past. But unlike the ligers they have
been there and have one the big one.
They have big bats in particular with
Jermaine Dye who has 39 homeruns
and 107 RBl's and batting over .300.
The rest of their lineup rounds out
nicely with Paul Konerko, Joe Crede,
Scott Podsednik, A.J Pierzynski,
Tadahito lguchi and hopefully a healthy
Jim Thome to end the regular season.
The question with them is, which team
is going to show up to play when it
comes to crunch time.
Then there are the ever forgotten
Twins, who started off the season so
poorly not even this Minnesotan
thought they had a chance. But with a
crazy 20 plus game win streak before
the All-Star brea1<, they were back in
business. However, things have not
gotten any easier for the Twins.
Injuries could be their biggest downfall.
Sensational rookie picture Francisco
Liriano has been on the DL for almost
a month now Not to mention injuries to
the likes of Shannon Stewart, a solid
leadoff man and outfielder, Rondell
White, and most recently Luis Castillo.
But some way, some how the Twins
have stayed in it and for the past
month have been neck-and-neck with
the White Sox, thanks to clutch hitting,
a great defense, and bullpen. Joe
Mauer has led the league in batting
average the whole season and Justin
Morneau, who is in the top 3 in the AL
in RBl's, has hit 30 plus homeruns and
is batting over .300. So maybe, just
maybe, they can squeak it out.
Either way, the battle between these
three teams will no doubt go down to
the wire. l'm not a baseball fan but this
race has really sucked me in. The Red
Sox and Yankees are old news. Sure
the Red Sox and Yankees are a great
rivalry but that story line pales in comparison to these other three teams. It's
about baseball, the game, the competition and the excitement.

Get to know your Ranger Athletes

Spring sports seasons spiral into
summer
Sarah Wernimont
Sports writer

After all the dorms had been cleaned
out and the Regis campus seemed
unusually quiet all of a sudden, Regis
University's spring sports teams continued to make noise, not only in the
Rocky Mountain Athletic Conference,
but on a national level as well. Here is
a recap of what some students may
have missed while absent from Regis.
Golf guys garner greatness
The Regis University men's golf
team competed in the 2006 NCAA II
Northwest Regional golf tournament in
Phoenix, Arizona at the Legacy Golf
Resort, May 1-3. Tl}e men shot a total

senior pitcher Matt Huff had recorded
112 strikeouts, the second best in
Ranger history. Huff will continue his
baseball career with the San Diego
Padres, after being drafted in day two
of the Major League Baseball amateur
draft. The Rangers endeq the season
with a 30-26 overall record and a 1215 mark in the RMAC. Despite hopes
for a better season outcome, senior
Brad Schumacher looks positively into
the coming season for the Rangers.
"We lost one kid, who is now dominating in pro ball, and with the talent from
last year combined with the incoming
talent this year, I see the baseball team
to be hands down one of the most
overall producing squads Regis has
ever seen," Schumacher commented.
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of 907 after three rounds to claim a
third place finish. The Rangers were
lead by senior Chris Sylvia, who collected a sixth place finish overall.
Heading into the final round, Sylvia
was within one shot from the lead. He
ended the round four over par, scoring
a 75, carving a sixth place finish.
Junior Miles Philpy and sophomore
Bobby Arranaga tied for 14th place,
shooting three-rounds with a score of
226. Andy St. Louis ended in 32nd
place at 236 and Chase Chaldekas
shot 242 to tie for 41 st.

Softball scores successes
For the second season in a row the
Regis University softball team was
declared the RMAC Regular-Season
Champion, the RMAC Tournament
Champion, and has qualified for the
NCAA II South Central Regional
Tournament. After falling to St.
Edwards University 8-6 in the opening
round of the Regional Tournament, the
Rangers were defeated by Abilene
Christian 5-0 in the elimination game,
ending their season. Regis' successful
season was accented by numerous
conference honors. Juniors Michelle
Johnston and Melissa Buckland
earned
first
team
AII-RMAC.
Sophomore Kaitlyn Gantert was
tabbed RMAC Pitcher of the Year,
while Ali Davenport snagged RMAC
Freshman of the Year.

Baseball battles
The Regis baseball team ended their
season on May 6, with a 14-3 to Fort
Hays State. The game was a must-win
for the Rangers to advance to the
RMAC tournament. Unfortunately, the
ligers hammered out 20 hits on their
way to victory. At the season's end,

Upcoming Ranger Games
Women's Soccer:

If you didn't play soccer, what spo
would you play instead: Basketball.

Friday, September 8th @ New Mexico Highlands, 4:00
pm
Sunday, September 10th @ Adams State, 1:00 pm

If you could switch positions with
one player on your team who would
it be and why: Forward Carte
Cornett, I'd like to score goals and b
able to turn people and beat them.

Men's Soccer:

What does your team have to d
this year to beat Metro: Just play.
Favorite moment in your socce
career: Winning the regional game in

a shootout last year that was my 1s
shootout and hopefully my last.
Favorite pre-game meal: Tuna salad
sandwich.
Do you think soccer will ever be a
big in the United States as it is i
other parts of the world: Eventual!
but not in the next few years.
eason Prediction: I think we'll do
ell and go far into the tournament.
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Friday, September 8th vs. Colorado Christian, 4:30
pm
Sunday, September 10th @ Colorado School of
Mines, 7 pm

Women's Volleyball:
Friday, September 8th @ New Mexico Highlands, 4:30
pm
Saturday, September 9th @ Western State, 3~00 pm
Saturday, September 9th @ Adams State, 7:00pm

Men's Golf:
Sunday-Tuesday, September 10th-12th, Regis
University/Colorado School of Mines Invite @
Westwoods GC
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Coming soon:
Fall brings a colorful
array of performances
Alyse Warner
Staff Reporter

The Music Program is bustling with
preparations for the upcoming season.
Between the usual guest artist series
produced by the Fine and Performing
Arts Music Program , and the Fall Early
Music Festival in October, many things
are stirring and developing in this part
of campus.
· "Attending concerts provides a
great social and cultural opportunity, a
break from academic studies, and an
opportunity for community involvement," said Dr. Mark Davenport, director of the Music Program, about the
concert series offered by the department. In the past, some of these concerts have been standing room only
and the department is always looking
for ways to diversify its audience and
increase attendance.
This year, the department is gearing
up for many exciting events, the first of

{

which will occur on September 14
when Sandip Burman, a world renown
tabla player will perform at 7:30 p.m. at
the Regis Music Hall at Berkeley
Church. This concert is free to all
Regis students, faculty and staff who
show a valid Regis ID.
The second concert, also taking
place that week, is the Early Music
group lstanpitta, based out of Houston,
which will perform on Saturday,
September 16, at 7:30 p.m. , again at
the Regis Music Hall at Berkeley
Church. This concert includes a five
dollar entry charge, but, as Dr.
Davenport is quick to point out, in a
larger venue audience members would
be paying anywhere from 35-40 dollars
per ticket.
Other big events for the Fine and
Performing Arts Department include a
showcase of its ensembles on Alumni
Weekend (September 16-17), as well
as the previously mentioned Fall Early
Music Festival (October 21-22), where
many Denver area ensembles will
showcase their talents.
The Music Program has been rapidly growing in the last few years. As Dr.
Davenport explained to the applied
music students on Wednesday night at
the Music Program Convocation, the
music program is only about four
years old. All Regis students are provided with an opportunity to take a
one- credit music lesson on any instrument, the cost of which is already
included in their tuition.
The program also offers a music
minor. In May, the department graduated its first music major through the
flexible major program, and currently
has two performance majors studying
within the department. Adding an official music major to the Regis College
curriculum is currently under review
and has passed the first of.several hurdles. Recently, the proposal was
approved by the College Core and
Curriculum Committee, a committee
composed of College faculty from
around campus. Now, it will have to
cross a couple of more hurdles before
it reaches the Board of Trustees. Dr.
Davenport is very excited and hopeful
that this program will go through, and
the results could be in as early as
October.
.
Dr. Davenport also emphasized the
department's goal of, "creating a culture of community and the arts on campus." He also added, "80 percent of
our program is an enrichment program
in which everyone can participate."
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The Lowenstein revival
Tattered Cover on the marquee
Derek Miller
Spotlight Editor

Think cookies the size of your face. I know it's exciting,
but this is barely scratching the surface of what the Tattered
Cover Bookstore at the new Colfax location has to offer.
Housed in the historic Lowenstein Theater, the TCB provides a cornucopia of visual, auditory, and olfactory
delights, and even manages to sell some books in the
process.
While the opening of the new location on Colfax coincid-

store, you immediately realize that this is a place to get lost
in, in the good way. The bookcases create innumerable
reading corners, comfy chairs and all. The old theg3ter lobby
now serves as a place for shoppers to sample their picks in
·an atmosphere that rivals any library, complemented by the
unique windows and bubble light fixtures.
Hungry? Stop by the coffee shop and pick up one of the
aforementioned face~sized cookies or choose from an
assortment of pastries. Need a live music fix while you
read? "We're doing a little more music over at the Colfax
site," Meskis said. Interested Regis performers should contact Jeannie Dunham about booking performances.
In addition to the TCB itself, Meskis discussed the
October opening of an adjacent Twist & Shout, an independent music store: "The walkway between our two stores
will have what the architect calls a water feature with a little
stage," she explained. This space will be used to host a
number of outdoor events. Also, a three-screen, independent. movie theater company called Neighborhood Flix will
open in February.
It should not be forgotten that the area surrounding the
Lowenstein has its own rich history beyond the theater.

Photo by Derek Miller
Photo by Derek Miller

ed with the closure of the original Cherry Creek location on
June 26 of this year, Joyce Meskis, owner of the TCB since
1971 , remains optimistic about the store's success. "We've
kept a lot of [the same customers)," Meskis said. "We
expect to gain new [customers) in the immediate area, as
well as new ones from the metro area because it's such a
fun space."
And it's true. While there were some challenges in converting the Lowenstein Theater into a bookstore, such as
sloping floors and limited space, it was well worth the trouble. This is not your ordinary bookstore. As you enter the

Students from Bear Creek High School peruse the
poetry and theater section in what was once the
Lowenstein's orchestra pit.

Once a major thoroughfare of Denver, this part of Colfax is
home to many historic businesses. Be sure to check out the
Bluebird Theater, which never fails to deliver quality performances representing all areas of the local music scene,
as well as the many great restaurants in the area. However,
the focus returns to the TCB as it is expected to boost the
patronage of all the businesses around it. As Meskis put it,
the TCB has created a place "imbued with the feeling of
stage and performance and yet has a lovely library feel to it
which is representative of what we're about."

Welcome Week events in review
Derek Miller
Spotlight Editor

Returning Regis students hit the
ground running as the Fall 2006
semester got underway. In between
purchasing books, starting classes,

had to offer. New students got a
chance to get off campus on
Wednesday, August 30 for the
lntramurals and RHA sponsored
Cosmic Bowling at Arvada Lanes.
Thursday Thrills got off to a great start
as students were amazed by the dar-

Mad Chad the Chainsaw Juggler
lives up to his title.
Photo by Graham Hunt

Free food is the best food! Students were quick to grab a free burger
between classes at the KRCX Barbecue.

and beginning the tedious task of procrastinating, students still found time to
participate in all that Welcome Week

ing feats of Mad Chad the Chainsaw
Juggler. Students finished the week by
enjoying the KRCX Barbeque and the

the physical comedy of Bryan Kellan
this past Friday. Finally on Saturday,
students enjoyed an evening of nostakes/high prize poker, sponsored by
SIC.
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History goes beyond brick and mortar
A look at Carroll Hall, past and present
Alyse Warner
staff Columnist

Whether you are working in one of
the basement computer labs or climbing the stairs to visit a professor,
almost everyone at Regis has set foot
in Carroll Hall at one point or another.
Not only are many studeAts unaware
of the history of the building itself, but
also the history of its name. After all,
who is Carroll? And how did such a
beautiful building come to grace our
campus? Here, in the first of many
columns I intend to allow readers a
brief glimpse into the rich history of the
campus on which they live and work
everyday.
When the first cornerstone was laid
for Carroll Hall, it was a grand day for
Regis University.
According to
archived editions of the Brown and
Gold (the present day Highlander), the
day the corner stone was laid was· to
be a day of great celebration, and it
would have been if it hadn't been for
the miserable weather. As the Brown
and Gold reports, "Rain, snow and
sleet combined to spoil entirely the
elaborate outdoor program arranged
for the laying of the corner-stone of
Carroll Hall, April 22" (vol. 5, no. 8).
The weather did not deter the speakers that appeared as a part of the program; who included, Mayor Dewey C.
Bailey, Bishop J. Henry Tihen, D.D. ,
John J. Sullivan, and Rev. R.M. Kelley,
S.J. It was Rev. R.M . Kelley, S.J., the
then President of the University, who in
a speech in January of 1924, stated,
"The year 1923 has been notable in
history of Regis, if for no other reason,
by the erection and occupation of
Carroll Hall" (reprinted in the Brown
and Gold vol. 6, no. 4 ).
Since its opening in 1923, Carroll
Hall has served many different purposes on campus. According to the Regis

website, Carroll Hall was originally built
for housing of students and Jesuits,
which is how it was used until the early
1990s. Father Guyer, head of the
History and Politics department,

remembered that each student residence had their own sink and medicine
cabinet, and were very small. Father
Guyer himself lived in Carroll Hall from
1976-1993. The Jesuits began using
Carroll Hall for housing in 1975 after it
was remodeled.
Today, Carroll Hall may be the home
to computer labs and professor's
offices, but at one time it contained a
little theater in the basement, as well
as a coffee house and chapel at different times. One of the first noticeable
things about Carroll Hall is its
"Collegiate Gothic" architecture, or as
Rev. R.M. Kelley S.J. put it in 1924,
"With its variegated slate roof, its
twelve gables, five niches, terra-cotta,
trimmings, its towers, orice windows,
arch of the main entrance, the vivid
and varied colors of the pressed brick,
it gives one the impression of a structure both substantial and beautiful"
(Brown and Gold vol. 6 no. 4). In fact,
the great "Collegiate Gothic" architecture that set Carroll Hall apart was orig-
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inally intended to carry over to the rest
of the campus, according to Father
Guyer. Unfortunately, the arrival of the
Great Depression curtailed the
University's plans. So too did the
building of Carroll Hall create debt for
the University.
As Dr. Ronald
Brockway, former professor of history
at Regis, points out in his book, Regis:
Beyond the Crest, "The strain of making payments on the Carroll Hall debt
nearly caused the closure of the school
in 1927" (16).
Carroll Hall is named after John
Carroll. He was, as the Regis website
declares, a Jesuit and the first
American Bishop and witness to many
As
defining moments in history.
explained in the Brown and Gold,
Carroll was named Bishop on
November 6, 1789, and "Under his
administration the church of America
flourished with vigor" (vol. 5 no. 7).
Also reported in the Brown and Gold,
in 1776 the Continental Congress
requested that Fr. Carroll S.J. accompany his cousin Charles Carroll (one of
the signers of the Declaration of
Independence) as well as Benjamin
Franklin and Samuel Chase to Canada
on a "ill-starred neutrality commission."
(vo1. 5 no. 7). Father Harold Stansell
S.J., in his history of Regis, Regis: On
the Crest of the West, explained that
when the cornerstone of Carroll Hall
was dedicated to John Carroll, students were so excited that they collected money for a stained glass window
to honor him. "The window graced the
entrance hall until sometime in the sixties when it was badly damaged by
some students who were equally
enthusiastic, but about other things"
(87).
John Carroll was a very well respected man during the revolutionary period. As the flowery language of Donald
Dunn in April 1923 extolled to all readers of the Brown and Gold, "Singularly
appropriate is it that the name of this
great American statesman and pioneer
priest should be attached to the first
unit of the Greater Regis, the pioneer
Catholic College of the Rocky
Mountain region. Long live the fame of
Carroll Hall on the Crest of the West"
(vol. 5 no. 7).

Students invited to
O'Sullivan Art
Gallery reception
Mari cor Coquia
Associate Editor

Katie Caron and Quintin Gonzales,
both local artists, will be officially showcasing their artwork in the O'Sullivan
Art Gallery on September 14, 2006
during an open-to-all reception. The
event, which will begin at 4:30 p.m.
and end at 7:00 p.m., will include free
food and the opportunity to speak to
the artists themselves. Both artists'
work is currently on display in th·e
O'Sullivan Art Gallery.
Katie Caron is a sculptor who skillfully used ceramic techniques to convey a sense of "Metamorphosis." In a
brief explanation of her work, she
wrote, "I am terrified and intrigued by
the mysterious shapes of life." Caron's
sculpture uses interesting shapes
seen in everyday life to convey more
mysterious concepts, and in particular,
"why organic materials exist and
evolve."
Quintin Gonzales used digital media
for his artwork. Similar to Caron,
Gonza les focuses on the idea of
"metamorphosis," but emphasizes the
human identity and how an individual
transitions through life. His showcase
features a number of images that are
not of any person in particular, but of
the very movement humans go
through during their lives.
"We hoped both artists would interplay with each other's work," said
Robert St. John, gallery and studio l
manager for the O'Sullivan Art Gallery.
"We also wanted students to feel comfortable with coming in and seeing the
gallery."
Both Caron and Gonzales, in light
of the Regis mission to educate, are
both educators themselves. Caron has
taught ceramics at Dakota Ridge High
School and has also taught ceramic,
visual, and theater arts at The Arvada
Center for the Arts. Gonzales is also an
art teacher at the University of
Colorado, Denver. St. John urges, "We
don't want students to feel intimidated
by the artists. Caron and Gonzales are
both teachers. Our ultimate goal in
having these shows is to educate the
students."
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Calender of Campus Events

II

Tuesday,
September 5

Thursday,
September 7

The first in the Catholic
Studies Speaker Series,
"Living Jesus: The
Spirituality of the
Gospels" will be held at
7:00-8:30 p.m. in the St.
John Francis Regis
Chapel. Dr. Luke
Timothy Johnson will
speak on the spirituality
of Christ in scripture.

"Master Stress! Get
Control of Your Life!"
Professional
Development Seminar
9:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. in
ALC, Mountain View
room.

Wednesday,
September 6

Sunday,
September 10

The First Diversity
Dialogue of the year:
"Humor and Diversity."
4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. in
Main Hall room 3 3 3.

1

SharePoint Training
Beginner Overview class
2:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Carroll Hall room 10.

2

Liturgical Ministers
Training 12:00 p.m. to
1:00 p.m. in the St. John
Francis Regis Chapel.

3

Sunday,
September 17

Monday,
September 11
First Senate meeting,
4:30 p.m. in Newland
Conference Center, located in the Field House, all
students are invited to
attend.

Tuesday,
September 12
First meeting for a new
club specifically designed
for HR and Business
Majors! 5:00 p.m. to 6:00
p.m. in the Student
Center, Faculty Lounge
Liturgical Ministers
Training 5:30 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. in the St. John
Francis Regis Chapel.

A·

1. A 1=83 minus a third of 83.
2. A2=C4 times 83.
3. A3=A 1 divided by C4.
4. A4=either A 1 plus three or 83 divided by C2.
5. 81:::;either 83 minus 82 or 83 plus

D

~2.
6. 82=C1 divided by C2.
7. 83=01 times three then tripled .
8. 84=A2 minus 03.

Need Money _
For College?

The Mass of the Holy
Spirit--Make time for this
annual event which will
be held in the new chapel
from 11 :00 a .m. to 12 :00
pm. 10:50 a.m. classes
will not meet.

. "Quad-Wrangle"
Directions: Can you discover the sixteen numbers that match all the clues
below? All the numbers
are whole numbers, no two numbers
are the same and no number has a
value less than 1.

C

Thursday,
September 21

Feature ·Game. of the
Week!

4

B

Yellow Ribbon-12th
Annual Walk For Life,
Support a good cause by
participitating in this all
day event. Registration
begins at 9:00 a.m. a t
Westminster High School.
The walk will start a t
11:00 a.m. to12:00 p.m . A
picnic follows the ev ent .

The Next Stage·

9. C1=either seven times C2 or A4
plus C4.
10. C2=C4 times 01 .
11 . C3=A3 times 82.
12. C4=either 2 or 3.
13. 01 is an even number less than
C4.
14. 02=A4 plus A3.
15. 03=C3 minus 82.
16. 04=84 divided by C4.

Tell us what you think!
Contact the Highlander at www.regishighlander.com

Classified
Townhome for Rent
Lakewood
(Hampden & Wads)
2 bdr, 1 bath, 1 car
garage.
Newly remodeled, A/C, all
appl., pets ok .
Close to greenbelt,
schools, shopping.
$1,000/mo.

Wells Fargo can help you pay for college with:
• Federal Staffo rd Loans with 0% origination fee' and 0% federal
default fee'
• Alternative loans with no origination, disbursement or
repayment fees

Wells Fargo can help you manage your money
at college with:
• Wells Fargo College Checking• Account' with free online statements
• Wells Fargo• Check Card•
• Wells Fargo• College Visa• Credit Ca rd'
• Free Access to Wells Fargo Online• Banking
Talk w ith a banker at your loca l Wells Fargo store o r visit
www.wellsfargo.com/student today!
Effecuve fOf loa n5 g ua,antffd on 01 arter Apnl l, 2006.
fode,al loan s gua1an1eed on or after July 1, 2006.
Wells Fa,90 will pay the 1~ federal default fee on behalf of boHowers when the guarantor d~ not
J E:hg,bility subJecc to approval St.udents must be enrolled in an acc,ed1ted college, university, o, trade .school when account ls opened. AS 100 minimum deposit ,s
r~uirPd to o~n a new account
4 Subject to credit qualincatlon.
s To qualify for Wells Fargo College Visa Credit Card, student must be the age or _majoflty/ernandpation in the state of 1esidence, sllow proof of emotJment 1n an
accredited college. vnrversity, or uade school and meet other cre d11 quahficauom,.
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720-226-6898.
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